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«...and	
  this	
  is	
  the	
  point	
  where	
  the	
  human	
  stands	
  face	
  to	
  face	
  with	
  the	
  irrational.	
  He	
  feels	
  within	
  him	
  his	
  
longing	
   for	
   happiness	
   and	
   reason.	
   Absurdity	
   is	
   born	
   out	
   of	
   this	
   confrontation	
   between	
   the	
   human	
   need	
  
and	
  the	
  unreasonable	
  silence	
  oft	
  he	
  world...»	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

Albert	
  Camus	
  –	
  The	
  Myth	
  of	
  Sisyphus	
  

Bilaspur, Chhattisgarh, Indien – 3 April 2014
Dear interested people
	
  
It is spring 2014 and I am back in Chhattisgarh. I have spent one week with local filmmaker Ajay T.G. and now I am in Bilaspur with Sudha Bharadwaj and the
vivid advocacy people of JANHIT (People’s Interest). JANHIT supports those people that get left out or who are deliberately ignored in the course of «national
growth». Those who cannot afford lawyers or who wouldn’t have a chance to enforce their individual rights in front of the Indian juridical system. But also those
that get into trouble because they fight for their rights and who are thus systematically criminalized.
The preceding Camus quotation has given me some hope yesterday, after I was trying to make sense in understanding all that what I encounter here in India. Is
it really just «tilting at windmills» [fig. fighting against a power that cannot be defeated – thus a «Sisyphus task» for lil’ Miss Scheidegger, as many people in
Switzerland suggest, who cannot understand Karin’s teaming-up with her Indian friends…] if I am trying to convey their voices to the Swiss public? Is it really
just a futile struggle of people in an Indian sub-state nearly 3 ½ times the size of Switzerland? Whatever my role may be in this struggle – it is the people stuck
in it that inspire me to continue this work. People in their endeavour for dignity and justice, as well as in the hope for a dash of personal happiness. All that
what is happening here in the name of national growth and globalised economy is beyond my understanding of reason and has only one purpose, to enrich few
through the corruption of many.
Instead of taking the people seriously, on whose back Swiss shareholders enrich themselves, they are continuously exploited and ignored. Whoever stands up
against this industrial omnipotence is pushed into an obnoxious machinery of harassment, criminalisation and corruption. The world stands by and looks in
unreasonable silence away with the general belief «there is anyway nothing we can do»… However in view of Holcim in India it is somewhat different. We have
indeed the possibility to address the drawbacks surrounding Holcim’s India operations and transfer it into the Swiss consciousness in order to actively
contribute that the working conditions might eventually improve for the broad base workforce and not only in view of management salaries; and that people are
no longer criminalized because they stand in for basic aspects of human dignity and righteousness.
In the story that I am trying to convey from India to Switzerland is not just about Holcim – but much more about the contexts in which Holcim is doing business.
It is a fact that even though Holcim is drawing great winnings out of its India investment, nothing obvious and tangible is coming back to the people itself. In
the centre of my photographic work are those people, who, in the backdrops of Holcim’s India operations, fight for personal dignity or who have already been
deprived of it. It is those that have been left out in the controversial «INDUSTRIOUS» epic that Holcim produced in the name of the Arts in respect of their
workforce worldwide for their centennial celebrations. Despite all the polished CSR-strategies and reports they convey a somewhat different reality.
Here a visual up-date from the Chhattisgarh base workforce.
Sincerely yours, Karin Scheidegger and Janhit-Team.

23/03/2014:
Rally organised by PCSS in memory of revolutionary martyr Bhaghat Singh – under the banner of “green-red” the colours of the united farmer and labour struggle.

„...social progress depends not upon the ennoblement of the few
but on the enrichment of democracy; universal brotherhood can be
achieved only when there is an equality of opportunity –
of opportunity in the social, political and individual life"
Bhaghat Singh 1907 - 1931
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

Some of the slogans shouted out that day:

Down Down – Imerialism!
We don’t need multinational dictatorship by Holcim!
Workers of the world unite!
Living wages – not minimal wages!

	
  

The day will come when farmers and workers will rule!
	
  
	
  

	
  

FREE LAKHAN SAHU! Right at the front of the march – Lakhan Sahu’s daughter Samiksha (8) – because of a feign lawsuit by the notorious ex-Ambuja security
guard Y.P. Singh is her father and union activist Lakhan currently in prison.

April 2013: Lakhan Sahu in conversation with Ajay T.G. – Lakhan Sahu as well as 6 other union activists have been in hiding since March 2011 after they were
prosecuted on false allegations put on them by Ambuja security staff. All 7 are accused in the same set of cases for which local politician Baghwati Sahu
already spent 13 months innocent in prison.	
  

Tired of hiding: In January 2014, Lakhan and the other activists surrendered in front of the police. March 2014: Three years after the quarrel at Rawan village
gate when enraged villagers repelled provocations of Ambuja security guard Singh, are Lakhan and 6 other union activists innocently detained at Baloda Bazaar
prison. All those accused in the two emerging lawsuits filed by Ambuja security staff are union activists and have not even been present in the village that
day. Mobile-Snap captured on 28/03/2014: Lala Ram Dhruv and Lakhan Sahu in the prison of Baloda-Bazaar. Ajay and myself manage without any trouble
whatsoever to visit the activists in prison. Surrendering in this arduous case was also a strategic decision by the union in order to address and counter the
constructed allegations, attain bail, which would allow the activists to be reunited with their families and get on with their daily lives.

Currently they are waiting for the hearing of the evidence. None of the accused took part in the fight at the village gate on 6th March 2011 and the “elements of the
crime” are highly questionable and full of contradictions. Nevertheless, by this common practice, the denouncing Ambuja staff has managed to banish the union
activists from their village and their activism for better working conditions and acceptance of contract workers at Ambuja-Rawan was curtailed.

Wife and sister of Lala Ram
Dhruv – malnourished and
only carried by the solidarity
of the Rawan village
community and supported by
people such as Ajay T.G. –
the small family has had no
income since husband and
brother Lala has been in
hiding from the police after
the feign accusations by the
factory security staff.

Also the Gond family of Avdhesh Kumar Dhruw is suffering that their bread-earner cannot find any work in the village anymore. He was sacked by Ambuja’s subcontractor after distributing flyers for union activities and raising issues regarding basic rights and fair wages for contract workers.

Extract of Karin Scheidegger’s ongoing photographic work
“Rich Lands of Poor People”: photos & statements 2013

«Stop exploitation of workers at
Ambuja Rawan – give a chance and
permanent employment to the local
unemployed youth, rather than
importing labourers from outside…»

Avdhesh Kumar Dhuruw, 32

«Ambuja Cement is the only employer
in our village… my father cannot
sustain the family with farming
anymore there is not enough water
for keeping our garden…»
«Holcim – obey at least the Indian
rules: pay minimum wages and
accept all workers that work on the
cement plants as your workers!»
«If I got the chance, I would like to
study political science but this
remains a distant wish…»

Thanu Ram Patel, 24

Avdesh and Thanu 2013 “in hiding”: both were sacked from Ambuja-Rawan due to their union activities. Thanu is accused in the same case as Lala Ram Dhuruv,
Bhagwati Sahu and Lakhan Sahu – he had quite an odyssey while he had to lay low and has meanwhile also been kept as bonded-labourer. Labourers without
any other choice are lured in with misleading promises and are forced to work in most adverse conditions.

Thanu Ram Patel, 28/03/2014 innocent in
the prison of Baloda Bazaar. He draws some
hope from the visit of their Swiss friend. I
bring some photographs from last year along
and an issue of Surprise Magazine with the
report on last year’s “Rawan Incident” and
“Holcim’s backyard workers”.
When Ajay and myself speak at the window
with Lakhan we are swiftly asked to come
inside in order not to cause any stir if a
“white lady” is talking to inmates. Ajay
reckons they might think that I am a rep of
some human rights organisation… Everybody
keeps saying “you know it’s election
time“… any sort of “scandal” shall be
prevented… Ajay figures that none of these
guards seem to be aware of our incident with
the Ambuja security guards in the previous
year. Otherwise it wouldn’t have been so easy
to sit face to face with the lads. We only had
to hand over our mobile phones when passing
the bars…

Thanu: “We appreciate greatly that you have come back and visit us here in prison. It gives me courage when I know that our case is also heard and supported
on international level!”
Lakhan adds: “Please transfer our voices to Switzerland – start some campaign… Our case is only one of countless cases of people who get harassed, detained
and thus silenced because they protest against the industrial omnipotence and stand up for basic human rights. Feigned, constructed lawsuits are a very
common practice in our realms. Our case shall create an example that this shall not happen anymore in the future!

If it was down to Lakhan things would not be as difficult as they seem:

“They (the omnipotent industries) shall better invest in a reasonable health-system, education
and fair salaries, instead of supporting such a machinery of administration and corruption that
represents our Government!”
Lakhan still hopes for secure working conditions for the local workers – not only in the sense
of secure jobs but also in the health and safety sectors – it is common practice that contract
workers don’t get adequate safety trainings and that security materials (such as protection
gloves, shoes and helmets) are deducted from their already meagre salaries!
Also Lakhan is quite pleased that this 2 ½ years’ “game of hide-and-seek” has come to an end.
He appreciates that he does not have to live in such a stress anymore, is fed and that his
family and friends come to visit him fairly often. The guards treat them kindly as many of the
locals admire Lakhan for his merits and his fighting spirit for the benefit of local workers and
farmer communities.

Extracts from our conversation at Baloda Bazaar prison, 28/03/2014
Photograph taken in April 2013, while Lakhan was trying to evade the malicious accusations.
While the fight between the villagers and the security guard took place he was attending a
family funeral. This could be easily verified and was testified by many. The guards have
meanwhile (spring 2014) admitted, that Lakhan was not present in Rawan village that day.
Similarly to Baghwati Sahu, the prosecutors would like to silence him in his endeavour for
workers, farmers and villagers rights and put on him charges for “conspiracy” […]

28/03/2014: Visit at Bhagwati Sahus’. The Rawan farmer representative and elected “Janpad” member (local-assembly) has already spent 13 months innocent in
prison for the same irrational case. Despite the fact that the security guards admitted in the meantime that he was not present when the fight happened, they still
try to make him responsible for being part of some kind of “conspiracy”. Bhagwati shows Ajay the many contradictions the security guards got themselves into
during the hearings. Ajay is considering making this fabricated case subject to of his next documentary film.

The case:
An incident of altercation between villagers and the notorious Security Officer of Ambuja-Holcim - YP Singh (against whom complaints had already been lodged
earlier by villagers and workers that he used to brandish his pistol and threaten them), in the Rawaan village market on 6th March 2011 provided the excuse. YP
Singh filed an FIR against four activists of the PCSS and then, by a second FIR, filed as an afterthought, another Security Officer Nand Lal Choubey, filed a
complaint against Union leaders Bhagwati Sahu, Lakhan Sahu and two other union activists implicating them in a case of ‘loot’ of a mobile and Rs. 3500 and
criminal assault.
The Gram Sabha of Village Rawaan had given a written resolution to the company that Bhagwati was never at the spot and that in fact the police had contacted
him on the telephone when the incident took place to intervene in the matter, yet he remained under arrest from 18th May 2011 onwards for 13 months till he
was finally given bail in an appeal against conviction. Lakhan Sahu was in Raipur at the time of the incident, attending the funeral of the daughter of a close
friend. In fact each one of the implicated union activists have villagers and workers vouching for the fact that they were involved in these two cases of loot only
because they were leaders and activists of the union.
But we know that the local police station functions virtually at the behest of the company, as was demonstrated yet again when YP Singh and Nandlal Choubey
attacked a Swiss woman photojournalist and her guide/ interpreter Ajay TG when they were trying to capture the life of workers and farmers around AmbujaHolcim. Despite the victims sitting in the police station for the whole day, it took the intervention of the Inspector General of Police from Raipur to even get the
FIR lodged; and of course the counter case by the company had been lodged by that time!!

Extract from the document of 13/01/14
LAKHAN SAHU, ORGANISING SECRETARY OF THE PRAGATISHEEL CEMENT SHRAMIK SANGH, AND 6 OTHER WORKERS AND
UNION ACTIVISTS OF AMBUJA-HOLCIM COMPANY IN CHHATTISGARH, SURRENDER IN COURT AND ARE SENT TO JAIL ON
FALSE AND MALICIOUS CASES FILED BY SECURITY OFFICERS OF AMBUJA-HOLCIM.
PCSS BEGINS A CAMPAIGN FOR THEIR RELEASE AND AGAINST MALICIOUS PROSECUTION BY HOLCIM.

„Didi“ – big sister – calls me Gangotri, when we finally get the chance to get to know each other
properly on 25th March 2014. It’s been nearly one year since our first encounter at Baloda-Bazaar police
station, when Gangotri spoke up in the favour of Ajay and myself and when her husband Raju Lal lost his
job at Ambuja-Rawan as a result of her actions. Full story covered in Surprise magazine Nr. 303; sold all
over Switzerland from 28.06. – 11.07.2013).

Officially all this has never happened: In September 2013 was Ajay forced to compromise in
front of the judge and was made to withdraw his case that he had lodged against the same security
guards that are responsible for Lakhan and Thanu’s imprisonment. This was the only way to get also
Ambuja-Holcim to withdraw their case against Ajay for “trespassing” and “obscenities” (put on him after
I had taken a photograph from the public village road of a sign at Ambuja’s main gate stating the
somewhat ironic phrase: “Ambuja Cement heartily welcomes you for a safe and pleasant vist…”). Of
course Ajay could have insisted that this case was taken further, but it would have probably taken years
to resolve. On advice of his lawyers and in order to protect Ajay’s family, as well as preventing him from
unnecessary expenses and tiresome court-hearings he reluctantly agreed to this devious deal.
Gangotri had already lost her job at Ambuja-Holcim in 2011 (after working at the factory for various
contractors for 15 years!) when she joined in with her co-workers to address the issues of fair wages,
working-security and overall improvement of working conditions for contract workers. According to her
consequent nature, she took up a leading role in bringing these issues up in front of the management.
Resulting that together with her also her father as well as two of her brothers lost their jobs at the
factory. Husband Raju Lal was spared that time, as no one knew that worker Surender Sahu (aka Raju
Lal as he is called by friends and family) was the husband of Gangotri – otherwise also he would have
been sacked already then.

Gangotris voice is worth the proud sum of RS 25’000 (CHF 360)* when it comes down to bribery money. Gangotri is elected village-panch (representative of
Panchayat village-assembly) and in 2010, when she started raising the union issues for fair pay and secure working conditions amongst other Panchayat members,
Nandal Chaubey (who is still in a leading security role at Ambuja-Holcim and co-responsible for Ajay’s beating as well as the other case in discussion) offered her
this immoral deal: Stop teaming-up with this “union-scum” and cooperate with us (as other panchayat members do) – I will then talk to the management and see
what I can do for you...
*Compare: her daily wage from the contractor was at that time RS 80 = CHF 1.10. Actually it was RS 142 = CHF 1.90 that the contractor got from Ambuja-Holcim. Twice a year was money for
security materials such as helmet, shoes and gloves deducted from the already reduced salary. Thus we learn from this calculation: dishonesty and protection of a corrupt system is more than 300
times above the value of human dignity.

Also Raju-Lal’s sacking has officially never happened. According to the register of Ambuja-Holcim’s sub-contractor, it looks as if Raju-Lal just didn’t turn up for work
anymore. On 1st May 2013 he was not handed out a new entry card to the Ambuja-Factory and his contractor just said: “there is nothing we can do – this decision was
made on higher levels…”
[Contract-workers only get entry-cards on monthly basis – if they got cards for longer time-periods it would make them “official”…]
The Government work commissioner never reacted on the PCSS complaint regarding the malicious
sacking of Raju-Lal, which is clearly linked to his wife supporting Ajay and myself at the police
station. In order to get his Provident Fund money (all the family savings) he had to officially “resign”
from his job in March 2014.
Meanwhile, Gangotri and Raju Lal live in a small rented room about 120km away from their kids and
family home. Raju Lal has found - after six months of unemployment in Rawan and infrequent daily
wage jobs – a new job at Laxmi Cement near Bhilai. Gangotri went along in his support.
Below – the fatal newspaper-report that cost Raju-Lal his job:

The Ambuja security guards
went asking around: Who is
this woman sitting next to
the foreigner and thus found
out that she is the wife of
Surender / Raju-Lal.
According to Gangotri,
it was other Panchayat
members who disclosed
her family.

National growth and multinational exploitation on the back of individual families: Digeshwar (10) and Dakesh (12) the sons of Gangotri and Raju Lal live now without
their parents in Rawan. Their grandfather – the father of Raju Lal is taking care of them.

While father Lakhan is in prison at Baloda-Bazaar, are wife Savitri and youngest daughter Samiksha living in Jamul, where they are fully supported by friends’ and
union-solidarity. The family had to renounce on their father for 3 years. Pragati Sahu the elder daughter of Lakhan is living with her aunt and uncle in Bilaspur, as it
is impossible for the mother to look after both daughters without any income.

Pragati Sahu is very happy about the improvised family-reunion, when I bring pictures along that I had captured of her family last year.

This and much more from Chhattisgarh in spring 2014…. Karin Scheidegger in the search of sense in an impossible scenario.
«Rich Lands of Poor People Vol. 2» - Work in Progress. April 2014.

EVERGROWING ECONOMY
BUILT ON THE EXPLOITATION
OF BASIC HUMAN RIGHTS.
THE PENNY IN MY POCKET –
WORTHLESS.
Haiku # 7
Karin Scheidegger

